Ectopic restriction of DNA repair reveals that UNG2 excises AID-induced uracils predominantly or exclusively during G1 phase
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Rearranged Ig V(D)J genes in B cells responding to infections or vaccinations mutate somatically at an ~1 million-fold higher rate than background mutations (Di Noia and Neuberger, 2007). Rare mutations that improve affinity are selected by competition between B cells to capture antigen via surface expression of their mutated Ig and to present antigen-derived peptides to follicular helper T cells. This rescues the presenting cells from programmed cell death (Allen et al., 2007). Ig class switching, a change from production of IgM to production of IgG, IgA, or IgE, frequently precedes or is concurrent with V(D)J point mutation. Class switching occurs via nonhomologous joining of DNA breaks produced in disparate IgH S regions, which deletes kilobases of intervening DNA (Jolly et al., 2008; Stavnezer et al., 2008), and changes the Fc portion of the encoded Ig polypeptide without changing antigen specificity or affinity.

Ig mutation and class switching both require activation-induced deaminase (AID; Muramatsu et al., 2000), which directly deaminates cytosine (C) bases in Ig genes, converting them into uracils (U; Di Noia and Neuberger, 2007; Peled et al., 2008). If ignored by DNA repair processes, U deamination causes a C:G to T:A transition mutation to be inherited by one daughter cell. However, AID-induced U are processed by U N-glycosylase 2 (UNG2)–dependent base excision repair (BER) or MutSα-dependent mismatch repair (Rada et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2006). UNG2 (the nuclear isoform of UNG) cleaves the N-glycosilic bond in genomic U, leaving the deoxyribose backbone intact. This creates an apyrimidinic (AP) site that is unusable as a template by most DNA polymerases (Di Noia and Neuberger, 2007). AP sites are classically recognized by APE1, which nicks DNA immediately 5′. However, AID-induced BER deviates from this classical pathway, because it generates UNG-dependent Ig G:C transversion mutations, probably via translesion DNA polymerases. These are presumed to replicate through AP:G sites created by UNG2, introducing any base opposite the AP site (Diaz and Lawrence, 2005; Jansen et al., 2006; Di Noia and Neuberger, 2007).
Class switching is also largely ablated in UNG-deficient cells (Imai et al., 2003; Rada et al., 2004), suggesting that the $\text{Ig}\text{S}$ region DNA breaks that recombine during switching derive from AP sites, possibly via nicking with APE-1 or -2 (Stavnezer et al., 2008).

Several N-glycosylases generate AP sites from damaged DNA bases (not just U), and AP sites also arise spontaneously (Dianov et al., 1992; Robertson et al., 2009), generating thousands of AP sites per cell per day (Nakamura and Swenberg, 1999). BER correctly repairs these AP sites, but mysteriously processes the few extra AP sites introduced by AID plus UNG2 with low fidelity. It has been proposed that the timing of U excision in the cell cycle might explain why AID is mutagenic (Faili et al., 2002; Delbos et al., 2007; Di Noia et al., 2006; Hasham et al., 2010), but definitive evidence is lacking. AID was shown to preferentially induce mutations in G1 phase human BL-2 cells (Faili et al., 2002), and factors involved in gene conversion were shown to preferentially associate with the $\text{J}a$ locus in G1 phase chicken DT40 cells (Ordinario et al., 2009). However, it is uncertain whether mutation is regulated in these transformed cells exactly as it is in vivo, and the association of repair factors with $\text{J}c$ loci does not prove active participation in mutation. Similarly, AID was shown to preferentially induce $\text{IgH}$ DNA repair foci and DNA breaks in G1 phase class-switching primary B cells (Petersen et al., 2001; Schrader et al., 2007), but these phenomena could reflect either mutagenic or nonmutagenic DNA repair. In any case, the normal relationship between UNG2 activity and the cell cycle is unclear. UNG2 is classically thought to excise U in the vicinity of replication forks (i.e., in S phase; Otterlei et al., 1999; Nissen et al., 2000; Kavli et al., 2002; Hagen et al., 2008). However, UNG2 activity in HeLa cells peaks in late G1/early S phase and is subsequently negligible (Fischer et al., 2004), suggesting that UNG2 might not process U efficiently in later S phase. UNG2 activity increases by 3–20-fold upon B cell activation (Di Noia et al., 2006; Doseth et al., 2011), and may not subsequently vary through the cell cycle (Schrader et al., 2007). Precise determination of when UNG2 excises AID-induced U would greatly improve our understanding of the mechanism of antibody mutation, and of AID-induced cancer. We reasoned that fusing the uracil glycosylase inhibitor (ugi), from bacteriophage PSB2, to motifs that recruit cell cycle–dependent proteasomal degradation (degrons) would restrict UNG2 activity to cell cycle phases in which ugi was degraded. Ugi competitively inhibits UNG activity by binding over the catalytic pocket (Mol et al., 1995), but does not inhibit related U N-glycosylases such as single-strand selective monofunctional uracil DNA glycosylase (SMUG1; An et al., 2005). By expressing cell cycle–regulated ugi in normal primary B cells, we were able to quantitatively measure the impact of restricting UNG2 activity to distinct cell cycle phases on actual mutation outcomes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Construction of cell cycle regulated fusion proteins

Amino acids 440–527 from mouse recombination-activating gene 2 (RAG2), 31–120 from human Cdt1, or 2–87 from mouse cyclin B2 were fused to the C termini of the green or orange fluorescent proteins GFP or mKO2 (Fig. 1 A). These peptides (referred to as rag, cdt, and cyc from this point forward) contain destruction (D) box motifs that polyubiquitinate at specific checkpoints in the cell cycle, leading to rapid proteasomal degradation of fused proteins (Gallant and Nigg, 1992; Brandeis and Hunt, 1996; Li et al., 1996; Mizuta et al., 2002; Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2008). In transduced mouse 3T3 fibroblasts, the rag- and cdt-degrons restricted GFP fluorescence to G1 phase cells and a very small subset of cells that appeared to be in G2 or M phases (Fig. 1 B). In contrast, the cyc-degron concentrated GFP fluorescence in post–G1 phase cells (Fig. 1 B). Double transduction revealed a small overlap in accumulation of rag- or cdt-tagged proteins with cyc-tagged proteins, and suggested that all three degrons prevented fusion protein accumulation in early G1 phase cells (Fig. 1 C). Low fluorescence in early G1 was confirmed by time-lapse microscopy (Fig. 1 D and Video 1). It presumably reflected a lag in reaccumulation of tagged proteins after the cessation of degron-directed degradation (Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2008). As expected, the rag- and cdt-degrons directed fusion proteins to the nucleus, whereas the cyc-degron did not (Fig. 1 D; Pines and Hunter, 1994; Corneo et al., 2002; Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2008).

We fused the 85-residue ugi peptide (Di Noia and Neuberger, 2002) to the N terminus of GFP and to GFP-rag, GFP-ctd, and GFP-cyc fusion proteins, and then retrovirally expressed the resulting fusion proteins (ugi-GFP, ugi-GFP-rag, ugi-GFP-ctd, and ugi-GFP-cyc) in C57BL/6 splenocytes stimulated with LPS in vitro. The cell cycle regulation of cdt- and cyc-fusion proteins seemed identical in LPS blasts and 3T3 cells. However, rag-fusion proteins were less stringently regulated in LPS-activated B cell blasts than in 3T3 fibroblasts because ugi-GFP-rag accumulated in a higher proportion of post–S phase LPS blasts than did GFP-rag in 3T3 cells (compare Fig. 1 C and Fig. 2 A and B). Reduced stringency was independent of the presence of the ugi peptide (Fig. 2 B) and was therefore intrinsic to LPS blasts. Pulse-labeling with BrdU confirmed that ugi-GFP-rag was almost absent from S phase LPS blasts, whereas ugi-GFP-ctd expression leaked into early S phase (Fig. 2 A). Nonetheless, overlap in expression of rag- or cdt- and cyc-tagged proteins near the G1/S border was largely caused by the cessation of cyc-directed degradation before detectable incorporation of BrdU. That is, cyc-directed degradation ceased in late G1 phase, before cells had entered S phase (Fig. 2 A).

It was possible that ligation of UNG by ugi-fusions lead to UNG co-degradation when the ugi-fusions were polyubiquitinated. This would create a lag in UNG recovery once tag-induced degradation ceased. To examine this possibility, we performed Western blots for UNG2 on total protein extracts prepared from 3T3 fibroblasts that were 100% transduced with ugi-GFP-rag or ugi-GFP-cyc, and then sorted into GFP+ and GFP− populations. We found no evidence for co-degradation of UNG2 with tagged ugi-fusion proteins (Fig. 1 E).
G1 phase UNG2 activity mediates Ig class switching

As would be expected, constitutive ugi-GFP expression greatly reduced in vitro class switching to IgG1 in primary mouse B cells (Fig. 2 C). Switching was similarly reduced when ugi was largely absent in S phase, that is, in cells expressing ugi-GFP-rag or ugi-GFP-cdt (Fig. 2 C). However, class switching was much less reduced in cells expressing ugi-GFP-cyc, in which ugi was expressed from late G1 phase through to completion of replication (Fig. 2 C). The limited ability of ugi-GFP-cyc to inhibit switching was not a result of the cyc-motif interfering with interaction between ugi and UNG, as expression of ugi-GFP-cycDmut, which carried two D-box amino acid changes preventing checkpoint ubiquitination (Brandeis and Hunt, 1996; Fig. 2 B, bottom), reduced switching as much as expression of ugi-GFP-cyc (Fig. 2 C). Excision of U from a hemifluorescent double-stranded DNA substrate by cell extracts confirmed that both ugi-GFP-rag and ugi-GFP-cyc blocked UNG activity in GFP+ve-transduced B cells (Fig. 2 D).

Because Ig class switching depends on cell proliferation (Hodgkin et al., 1996; Deenick et al., 1999), we also measured switching per cell division (Fig. 2 E). Ugi-GFP-rag, ugi-GFP-cdt, and ugi-GFP-cycDmut all inhibited switching per cell division markedly more than control fusion proteins lacking ugi or ugi-GFP-cyc (Fig. 2 E). We therefore explain the ability of ugi-GFP-cyc to partially inhibit switching by overlap of ugi-GFP-cyc accumulation with ugi-GFP-rag (and ugi-GFP-cdt) in late G1 phase and conclude that all of UNG2’s contribution to switching occurs in G1 phase. This conclusion is consistent with the detection of DNA damage response foci and DNA breaks in IgH loci in G1 phase B cells activated to class switch in vitro (Petersen et al., 2001; Schrader et al., 2007). It is unsurprising because nonhomologous end joining of double-strand breaks, the principal mechanism of

Figure 1. Regulation of fusion protein degradation by cell cycle. (A) Schematic of fusion proteins used in this study. The same symbols for degrons will be used in all figures. (B) Flow cytometric density plots of GFP fluorescence as a function of DNA content (DAPI fluorescence) in NIH-3T3 cultures in which all cells were transduced to express GFP-rag, mKO2-cdt, or GFP-cyc fusion proteins. Dashed lines indicate the approximate boundary of fluorescent and nonfluorescent populations according to nontransduced control cells. (C) The distribution of DNA content in subpopulations of double-transduced NIH-3T3 cells. Cells express mKO2-cdt and GFP-cyc (left and middle) or mKO2-cdt and GFP-rag (right). The left panel gates populations shown in the middle panel. (D) Images selected from time-lapse (15-min interval) confocal imaging of an NIH-3T3 cell double-transduced to express mKO2-cdt and GFP-cyc, which divided just before T = 0 min. Each image shows summed z-stacks for green and orange fluorescence overlaying a bright-field image. Immediately before cell division (T = −15 min) green fluorescence was intense. Fluorescence reverted to background upon cell division (T = 0 min), and no green or orange fluorescence was detectable above background in the daughter cells until T = 180 min, when orange fluorescence became detectable. (E) Anti-UNG2 Western blot of total protein extracts from 100% transduced 3T3 fibroblasts sorted into GFP+ and GFP− populations (using gating identical to C). Samples were prestandardized to tubulin by semiquantitative Western blot. Experiments in all panels were performed at least twice.
switch recombination (Jolly et al., 2008), is favored in the G1 phase, when competition with homology-directed repair is reduced (Fukushima et al., 2001).

**G1 phase UNG2 activity mediates Ig transversion mutation at G:C base pairs**

In contrast to class switching, the cell cycle timing of in vivo Ig point mutation events is unknown. Because no in vitro models completely recapitulate in vivo V(D)J somatic mutation, we used a Switch–HEL (SWHEL) transduction/adoptive transfer model to measure the influence of our fusion proteins on V(D)J point mutation (Sharbeen et al., 2010). SWHEL mice carry a gene-targeted VDJH-rearrangement and a transgenic IgK gene, together conferring Ig specificity for hen egg lysozyme (HEL). Inactivation of rag1 or rag2 in SWHEL mice prevents V(D)J receptor editing, ensuring that all B cells...
express identical HEL-specific receptors (Cook et al., 2003). \(SW_{HEL}^{tag1^{-/-}}\) splenocytes (simply referred to as \(SW_{HEL}\) cells from this point on) were induced into cell cycle using recombinant CD40L ex vivo, and then transduced to express GFP fusion proteins. Sorted GFP\(^{+}\) cells were injected with appropriate antigen (HEL-conjugated sheep red blood cells) into primed congenic hosts to induce a humoral immune response to HEL dominated by the adoptive \(SW_{HEL}\) B cells (Sharbeen et al., 2010). 6 d later, \(SW_{HEL}\) VDJ\(^{+}\) sequences were recovered from immunized mice using flow cytometric sorting of GFP\(^{+}\), HEL-binding splenocytes into 96-well plates at 1 cell/well, followed by single-cell PCR. Background mutation in this model (presumably caused by PCR error) is \(\approx 1\) mutation per 94 sequences (Sharbeen et al., 2010).

Figure 3. Inhibition of UNG2 in G1 phase inhibits transversion mutation and increases transition mutation at IgV G:C base pairs. \(SW_{igV}\) splenocytes were cultured overnight with recombinant CD40L and transduced to express GFP fusion proteins. 2 d later, \(\times 10^4\) sorted GFP\(^{+}\) cells were injected into primed male congenic hosts, along with \(10^5\) HEL-SRBC. Individual GFP\(^{+}\) cells that bound red fluorescent HEL were recovered from host spleens 6 d after adoptive transfer by flow cytometric sorting into 96-well plates. (A) Map of the \(SW_{igV}\) VDJ\(_{\delta}\) allele. The dashed box shows the 523-bp window sequenced. VDJ-coding regions are indicated by the gray boxes, with CDRs indicated in darker gray. Nested PCR primers and the sequencing primer (453) are indicated by arrows. The position of a 562bp germline deletion (relative to the wild-type C57BL/6 \(IgH\) allele) is indicated by "\(\triangle\". (B) The distribution of DNA content among GFP\(^{+}\) cells from hosts that received \(SW_{igV}\) cells transduced to express the proteins indicated. Vertical scales are arbitrarily adjusted to mimic Fig. 1 C. (C) Expression of ugi-GFP increases the fraction of cells in post–G1 phase in vivo (ipso facto, it also decreases the fraction of cells in G1 phase). \(SW_{igV}\) splenocytes were transduced with GFP (circles) or ugi-GFP (triangles) and adoptively transferred. 5 d later, the distribution of GFP\(^{+}\) splenocytes between G1 (2n DNA) and post-G1 (>2n DNA) phases was determined by DAPI fluorescence. The fractions of GFP\(^{+}\) cells with >2n DNA content from three independent experiments (black, gray and white symbols) are plotted. *, \(P < 0.05\), two-tailed paired Student’s t-test. (D–F) The mean number per sequence (±SEM) of transversion mutations at G:C base pairs (D), transition mutations at G:C base pairs (E), or mutations at A:T base pairs (F) detected in single GFP\(^{+}\) HEL\(^{+}\) splenocytes transduced to express the proteins indicated by x-axis labels. The total number of hosts, sequences, and mutations contributing to each column are given in Table 1. The multiplier placed above the brackets indicates the change in mutation in ugi\(^{+}\) cells relative to appropriate control cells, accompanied by a significance indicator (according to one-way nonparametric ANOVA combined with Dunn’s multiple comparisons) ***, \(P < 0.001\); **, \(P < 0.01\); *, \(P < 0.05\); ns, \(P > 0.05\), respectively. None of the A:T mutation means (in F) were significantly different from any other.
Cell cycle regulation of the fusion proteins in adoptive B cells in vivo was directly comparable to that seen in cultured 3T3 cells. Notably, rag-tagged GFP was barely detectable outside G1 phase (Fig. 3 B). We also noticed that constitutive expression of ugi slightly increased the proportion of post–G1 phase cells in vivo (Fig. 3 C). Mutation data are summarized in Table 1. We scored mutations in SWHEL cells transduced with GFP-rag, GFP-cdt, or GFP-cyc and observed mostly small and universally nonsignificant (P > 0.05) changes in mutation compared with cells expressing GFP alone (Table 1 and Fig. 3 D); thus, controlling for potential nonspecific effects of the fusion tags. Expression of ugi-GFP, ugi-GFP-rag, ugi-GFP-cdt, or ugi-GFP-cycDmut all significantly (P < 0.01) reduced the frequency of G:C transversion mutations by 73, 91, 90, or 89% compared with the appropriate GFP, GFP-rag, GFP-cdt, or GFP-cyc control, respectively (Table 1 and Fig. 3 D). In contrast, ugi-GFP-cyc reduced G:C transversion mutations by only 35% (P > 0.05) compared with the GFP-cyc control (Fig. 3 D). These data strongly suggest that UNG2 activity in G1 phase is responsible for G:C transversion mutations because the ability of ugi-GFP-cyc to partially inhibit G:C transversion mutation is readily explained by accumulation overlap with ugi-GFP-rag and ugi-GFP-cdt in late G1 phase. If coordination of UNG2 activity with the replication fork was critical for the generation of G:C transversion mutations, then ugi-GFP-cyc and not ugi-GFP-rag or -cdt would have had the greatest impact on G:C transversion frequency.

**G1 phase UNG2 activity predominantly mediates the correct repair of Ig U:G base pairs**

Our aforementioned analyses indicate that only G1 phase UNG2 activity is mutagenic in B cells. However, UNG2 would also be expected to induce the correct repair of U in activated B cells. Indeed, inactivation of the ung gene increases the frequency of Ig transition mutations at G:C base pairs in excess to the reduction in G:C transversion mutation, which suggests that processing of AID-induced U:G base pairs by UNG2 leads to significant restoration of C:G base pairs (Storb et al., 2009). Our data clearly recapitulate the phenomenon: the SWHEL VDJH genes in cells expressing ugi-GFP or ugi-GFP-cycDmut contained 2.9× or 2.8× as many transition mutations at G:C as cells expressing GFP or GFP-cyc, respectively (Fig. 3 E). We interpret this to represent removal in UNG-proficient cells of almost two-thirds of the G:C transitions found in cells lacking UNG activity, presumably via classical BER or by a preference for translesion bypass to insert G opposite AP sites. However, only ~16% of the transitions removed via UNG2 are converted into G:C transversion mutations (G:C transversions/sequence lost by constitutively blocking UNG, divided by G:C transitions/sequence gained by constitutively blocking UNG = [(59 + 26)/398]/[(6 + 6)/208] = 0.16/0.98 = 16%; numbers from first two rows in Table 1). This implies restoration of U in place of 84% of the AP sites generated by UNG2 from AID-induced U in the VDJH regions of UNG-proficient SWHEL cells. The reduction in G:C transversion mutation induced by G1-restricted ugi-GFP-rag or ugi-GFP-cdt, which was at least equivalent to that induced by constitutive ugi-GFP (Fig. 3 D), was associated with a smaller increase in G:C transition mutation of only 1.8× to 1.9× relative to cells expressing GFP-rag or GFP-cdt (Fig. 3 E). Thus, ugi expression restricted to G1 phase almost ablated mutagenic processing of U via UNG2, but seemed to inhibit correct repair to a much lesser extent than constitutive ugi expression. Because UNG2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transduced cells</th>
<th>Transduced protein</th>
<th>Number of mutations</th>
<th>Number of transitions</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>msh2&lt;sup&gt;2/4&lt;/sup&gt; SWHEL</td>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ugi-GFP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFP-rag</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ugi-GFP-rag</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFP-cdt</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ugi-GFP-cdt</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFP-cyc</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ugi-GFP-cyc</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ugi-GFP-cycDmut</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msh2&lt;sup&gt;2/4&lt;/sup&gt; SWHEL</td>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ugi-GFP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ugi-GFP-rag</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ugi-GFP-cyc</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table lists the number of host mice that received SWHEL or msh2<sup>2/4</sup>SWHEL B cells transduced to express the indicated protein, the total number of SWHEL VDJH sequences recovered from those hosts, and the sum total of point mutations detected. These mutations are divided into transversion (Tv) or transition (Ts) mutations at G or C, and mutations at A or T, referring to the nontemplate strand. The 523-bp sequence window examined is illustrated in Fig. 3 A.
was reported to excise U:A base pairs during postreplicative DNA repair (Nilsen et al., 2000), it was initially tempting to conclude that UNG2 induces correct repair when it processes AID-induced U:G base pairs in S phase, possibly by a combination of BER and homology-directed DNA repair (Hasham et al., 2010; Saribasak et al., 2011). Ugi-GFP-cyc blocked UNG activity in S phase cells (Fig. 2 D), but expression of ugi-GFP-cyc increased G:C transition mutation a mere 1.4× relative to cells expressing GFP-cyc (Fig. 3 E), indicating that both mutagenic and correct processing of U:G base pairs were largely unaffected by inhibition of UNG2 outside G1 phase. We considered the possibility that expression of ugi-GFP-cyc could lead to preferential processing of U:G base pairs by mismatch repair, removing U that would otherwise produce transition mutations. We therefore expressed some ugi-fusion proteins in adoptive msh2−/− SWIIG B cells and observed the same trends found in msh2wt/wt cells, i.e., that expression of ugi-GFP, ugi-GFP-rag, or ugi-GFP-cyc increased the mean frequency of G:C transition mutations 4.6×, 2.6×, or 1.2×, respectively, relative to cells expressing GFP alone (Table 1). These findings indicate that inhibition of UNG2 in S phase had little impact on processing of AID-induced U even in the complete absence of MutSα. We deduce that excision of AID-induced U by UNG2 in G1 phase induces predominantly correct repair, alongside mutagenic processing, whereas in S phase, UNG2 excises few or no AID-induced U at all. This is surprising, because many U ignored by UNG2 in G1 phase presumably persist into S phase, particularly in MutSα-deficient cells. This is because the only other activity likely to be able to efficiently induce repair of U:G base pairs, SMUG1, removes at best a minority of the AID-induced U left unprocessed by UNG2 or MutSα (Di Noia et al., 2006).

In theory, our fusion approach provides the unique ability to tightly restrict the activity of any biochemical pathway to predefined cell cycle phases, provided an inhibitory peptide or protein able to inhibit the pathway of interest is available. We originally fused our peptides to GFP merely to track expression of ugi-fusion proteins that were unable to inhibit UNG2 activity, and which incorporated opposite A (Nilsen et al., 2000). It is reasonable to postulate from our data that processing by UNG2 of spontaneous or AID-induced U:G base pairs might be restricted to G1 phase in all genes, not just the IgS locus. The ability of constitutive ugi to reduce the fraction of cells in G1 phase in vivo is consistent with this notion (Fig. 3 C). However, the damage AID induces in “off-target” genes is lethal in the absence of the homology-directed repair factor XRCC2, implying that AID might induce S phase breaks in these off-target genes (Hasham et al., 2010). This can be reconciled with our data by the interesting possibility that off-target S phase breaks are not the result of UNG2 activity, but instead arise via other activities such as SMUG1 or MutSα. Indeed, the MutSα subunit MSH2 plays a major role in preventing AID-induced point mutations in off-target genes (Liu et al., 2008). On the other hand, S phase U excision need not necessarily be required to induce S phase homology-directed repair because the persistence into S phase of AP...
sites or nicked AP sites generated in off-target genes via G1 phase AID and UNG2 activity may be sufficient to induce replication fork remodeling and homologous recombination.

It is possible that G1 phase restricted U excision occurs in Ig genes because AID and UNG2 act in concert as part of a complex whose combined activity is restricted to G1 phase (e.g., via co-association with RPA; Chaudhuri et al., 2004; Hagen et al., 2008). In any case, the apparent irrelevance of S phase UNG2 to antibody mutation implies that any Ig C that AID does deaminate in S phase produces G:C transition mutations, is processed correctly by UNG2-independent BER, or is excised by mismatch repair machinery, which would prevent a G:C transition mutation from arising only if mismatch excision occurred before encounter with a replication fork.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals. Unless otherwise stated, chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and antibodies used for flow cytometry were purchased from BD. Antibodies used for Western blotting were affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal anti-UNG2 (Sigma-Aldrich), mouse monoclonal anti-tubulin (IgG1 Clone B-5-1-2; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and horse radish peroxidase–conjugated anti-UNG2 (Sigma-Aldrich), mouse monoclonal anti-tubulin (IgG1 Clone B-5-1-2; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and horse radish peroxidase–conjugated secondary polyclonal antibodies (Millipore).

Mice. Male C57BL/6 host mice were purchased from Animal Resources Centre (Canning Vale, Western Australia) and were used in experiments when 8–12 wk old. SW/tg1, mkt2+/−, and rag2−/− donor mice, all from a C57BL/6 background (Cook et al., 2003; Sharbeen et al., 2010), were bred and maintained under SPF conditions in the Centenary Animal Facility. Mouse experiments were approved and monitored by the University of Sydney Animal Ethics committee in accordance with the New South Wales Animal Research Act (1985).

Production of plasmids and retroviruses. Sequences for cloning into plasmid were generated by PCR using Phusion DNA polymerase (Finnzymes) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The primers and templates used are listed in Table S1. Fusion protein sequences were assembled into retrovector vector plasmids derived from pMIG in which the internal ribosome entry site had been deleted (Sharbeen et al., 2010). Constructs were assembled by conventional ligation of restriction digested DNA ends using enzymes from New England Biolabs, by heteroduplexing separate PCR products to create hybrid products with 4-base overhangs compatible with restriction enzyme–cleaved vectors, or by recombination overlap PCR using enzymes from New England Biolabs, by heteroduplexing separate PCR products to create hybrid products with 4-base overhangs compatible with restriction enzyme–cleaved vectors, or by recombination overlap PCR (Holt et al., 2006), followed by conventional restriction digestion and ligation or by homology-mediated ligation using an InFusion 2.0 kit (Takara Bio Inc.). The sequences of all fusion proteins were verified by fluorescent Sanger sequencing (Australian Genome Research Facility, Brisbane, Australia). Ecotropic retroviral supernatants were produced by co-transfecting near-confluent HEK293 cells (in 75 cm² flasks) using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) with 15 µg pMIG-derived plasmid plus 15 µg pCL-Eco helper plasmid (Imgenex). After culture for 48 h at 32°C in B cell medium (Sharbeen et al., 2010), culture supernatants were filtered and stored at −70°C.

Transduction of cells. Log phase mouse NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were transduced by adding thawed retroviral supernatants supplemented with 8 µg/ml polybrene to the culture medium. GFP−/− (488 nm laser, 530 ± 15 nm emission) and/or mKO2−/− (488 nm laser, 575 ± 13 nm emission) cells were purified ≥48 h later by one or more rounds of flow cytometric sorting using a FACS-Anna II machine (BD). Primary mouse splenocytes were purified as previously described (Sharbeen et al., 2010) and activated overnight by culture with recombinant CD40L as described (Sharbeen et al., 2010), transduced by spinfection, washed, then incubated for an additional 2 d in activating medium. GFP+ cells were then purified by flow cytometric sorting as above, mixed with HEL-SRBC prepared as previously described (Sharbeen et al., 2010), and injected via a tail vein into 8–12-wk-old male C57BL/6 hosts that had been primed i.p. with 10⁸ SRBC 5–7 d earlier. Each host received ≤10⁶ GFP+ cells, along with 10⁸ HEL-SRBC in a bolus of 0.25–0.5 ml B cell medium.

Time-lapse microscopy. Transduced NIH-3T3 cells were grown on Laboratory-Tek II 4-well chambered cover glasses (Nunc) to a confluence of ~50%. Cells were imaged over a 16-h period at 15 min intervals using a Leica SP500 confocal microscope in a humidified, 37°C chamber with 5% CO₂. Bright field and cross-compensated fluorescence images (GFP: 488 nm laser, 500 ± 10 nm emission; mKO2, 561 nm laser, 590 ± 20 nm emission) were collected at each time point using auto-focus. Data were analyzed using Velocity software (PerkinElmer) and exported as false color fluorescence z-stacks superimposed on bright field images.

Measurement of cell cycle. BrdU was incorporated into the DNA of replicating cells using the APC BrdU Flow kit (BD) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with a 1-h BrdU pulse before harvesting cells. Incorporated BrdU was detected in fixed cells with an APC-conjugated anti-BrdU antibody according to the supplier’s instructions, followed by staining of DNA with DAPI as described in the following section. An LSR II flow cytometry machine (BD) was then used to collect cell fluorescence caused by GFP (488 nm laser, 525 ± 25 nm emission), APC (633 nm laser, 670 ± 15 nm emission), and DAPI (407 nm laser, 440 ± 20 nm emission). Cytometry data were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc.).

Preparation of cell extracts, Western blot analysis, and U excision assay. Total protein extracts for Western blot were prepared using commercial cell lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM Na₂EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton, 2.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 1 mM β-glycerophosphate, 1 mM Na₂VO₃, 1 µg/ml leupeptin, 100 µg/ml AEBSF, 100 µg/ml PMSF, 1 µg/ml Pepstatin; Cell Signaling Technology) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Whole-cell protein extracts for activity assays were prepared as previously described (Di Noia and Neuberger, 2002), with the following exceptions: snap-frozen cells were lysed directly into activity assay buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 60 mM NaCl, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 100 µg/ml AEBSF, 100 µg/ml PMSF, 1 µg/ml Pepstatin, pH 8.0) by 10 sonication pulses of 15 s each. Western blots were conducted as previously described (Sharbeen et al., 2010). UDG activity assays were conducted as previously described (Di Noia et al., 2007), with the exceptions that they were performed in the assay buffer of Doneth et al. (2011) and the incubation period was increased to 4 h. All activity assays included excess PSM1, a neutralizing anti-SMUG1 antibody donated by G. Skuphau (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway; and New England Biolabs).

Measurement of in vitro class switching. For analysis of switching per cell division, purified splenocytes were labeled with CellTrace Violet (Invitrogen), as described by the supplier, before activation and transduction. After 3 d posttransduction culture with LPS plus IL-4, ice-cold splenocytes were stained for surface IgG₁ expression using PerCP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG₁ antibody (clone 5G6; BD) diluted in PBS (Astral Scientific) supplemented with 0.1% BSA (Bovogen Biologicals) and 0.02% sodium azide, and washed twice. CellTrace Violet-labeled cells were not fixed before flow cytometric analysis. All other cells were fixed for 10 min in the dark at room temperature in 10% neutral buffered formalin (Sigma-Aldrich), washed twice with PBS, and then incubated for 0.5 h at 37°C in the dark with 10 µg/ml DAPI in PBS containing 0.1% Nonidet P-40 (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1% BSA, 20 µg/ml RNase A, 0.02% azide, and 2 mM EDTA. An LSR II machine
was then used to analyze cell fluorescence caused by GFP (488 nm laser, 535 ± 25 nm emission), mKO2 (561 nm laser, 582 ± 8 nm emission), PerCP (488 nm laser, 695 ± 20 nm emission), and DAPI or CellTrace Violet (407 nm laser, 440 ± 20 nm emission). Cells alive at the time of fixation were defined by a DAPI fluorescence peak area versus peak height gate that incorporated single cells with 2n to 4n DNA content. Live CellTrace Violet–labeled cells were defined by exclusion of 0.1 µg/ml propidium iodide (488 nm laser, 582 ± 8 nm emission).

**Measurement of in vivo SWHEL VDJ mutation.** 6 d after adoptive transfer, individual transduced SWHEL B cells were recovered from the spleens of congenic hosts into individual wells of 96-well PCR plates (Bio-Rad Laboratories) as GFP+ve cells labeled with Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated HEL (Sharbeen et al., 2010). After cell lysis and protein digestion, the VDHFR region of the single SWHEL allele present in each cell was amplified by nested PCR, using primers 85 and 503 for primary PCR and primers 452 and 502 for secondary PCR (Table S1), as described (Sharbeen et al., 2010). The PCR products from ≥60 wells per host in which amplification was successful were sequenced by Macrogen using primer 453 (Table S1). Mutations were collated in a window spanning nucleotides 17–539, counting from the translation start ATG codon as bases 1–3.

**Statistical analysis of mutation data.** For each fusion protein tested, transduced cells were transferred to multiple adoptive hosts (Table 1), and ≥60 cells from each host were sequenced. We previously determined that this approach minimized the need to call potentially clonal mutations from our mutation databases (Sharbeen et al., 2010). We avoided culling because this technique inevitably overcompensates for clonality by removing mutations at hotspots that genuinely arose independently, especially in msh2−/− cells (Rada et al., 2004). Sequences from multiple hosts were pooled (to further reduce the potential influence of clonality) and unit numbers of mutations per sequence were used to perform nonparametric one-way ANOVA (Kruskall-Wallis tests) using Prism (version 5.0d for Mac OS X; GraphPad Software). Dunn’s multiple comparison tests were used to determine whether differences among all pairs were significant. Only differences between experimentally appropriate pairs are indicated in Fig. 3. For instance, the significant difference in G:C transversion mutation between cells expressing GFP versus ugr-GFP-rag is not shown in Fig. 3, because it is not an appropriate comparison.

**Online supplemental material.** Video 1 shows a time-lapse video of fluorescent cause by mKO2-cdt and GFP-cyc in a double-transduced 3T3 cell line. Table S1 shows sequences of oligonucleotide primers used to make fusion protein constructs, amplify and sequence SWHEL alleles, or perform UDG assays. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20112379/DC1.
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Table S1, which lists sequences of oligonucleotide primers used to make fusion protein constructs, amplify and sequence SWHEL alleles, or perform UDG assays, is available as an Excel file.

Video 1. Time-lapse (1 frame every 15 min) video of fluorescence caused by mKO2-cdt (orange) and GFP-cyc (green) in a double-transduced 3T3 cell before and after its division into two daughter cells. The left panel shows fluorescence only, whereas the right panel superimposes fluorescence on the simultaneous bright field image. Stills from this movie are shown in Fig. 1 D.